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 ip Jom urcu. Unmatched by any other software in the world for both money and features. Edit: Note that I'm not opposed to
adding features to the GUI, and the fact that it doesn't try to hide the mechanics is one of the reasons it works so well. ------

OoTheNigerian This is a great read. It's excellent that he is so thorough and honest. It's difficult to have an understanding of a
software project. It could be because its so new or because it's truly great. I think it is a true reflection of the former. ~~~

brohoolio This was a great interview. I agree with you. I think it was hard to tell from the beginning when they were trying to
give away free versions of their software as quickly as they could. To me, it seems that they were testing their system. I am very

impressed with their progress so far. Animats The real problem with MacCormick's system is that it's not good for programs
that don't have a UI. It's not usable for programs where there's a lot of state to track, or where there's a lot of data being

transferred between the GUI and the data store. That's a real problem for Unix, especially with all the Unix-like operating
systems competing for the same business. Open source Unix programs are mostly in data transfer mode - all the hard work is
done by the program's data structures and data tracking; the user interface is a simple collection of dialogs. It's hard to build a
good user interface for that. So look at what Windows has done for that. The Windows UI may be awful, but there are many
programs for Windows that do their hard work in data transfer mode. Microsoft's Data Connection program - a simple data

connection utility for Windows - does its work in a CLI. It's good for sending files to another computer, but not much else. It's
stuck in the past. disillusioned What about Emacs? Is that a good example of a "data transfer only" program? It's not a very good

example, because a mouse and a window are not required. chriswarbo It was written for early Smalltalk, 82157476af
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